Australia spraying “experimental vaccines” from 36,000 feet to get inhaled in populated areas 8.17.21


Meanwhile, in other countries, notably Australia, just the opposite is happening and police are tackling people on the street and jabbing them on the spot. And even worse . . .

Terry from Brisbane writes:
Spray that again!

I have noted the spraying at West End Brisbane. Now so obvious. Terry

Edited tweet he sent

Due to Australian reticence to vaccinate, higher approval was granted as of 24 May to spray 3 versions of the vaccine across continental Australia. Aircraft with HUDs are able to perform precision spraying, hitting only populated areas in cities and country towns. From 36,000 feet the vaccine takes 21 minutes to reach the ground and be inhaled undetected.

Passing 1000 feet above us, our colleagues are following Spray Plan Z, allowing for a one mile left offset from our track, in order to maximise spraying area. Proud to be contributing to the greater good.

If they are spraying vaccines from the sky, people have no chance to avoid them. If they are spraying them in Australia, why wouldn’t they be spraying them in America? Is further evidence needed that this is a mass extermination program?

Stupid can’t be fixed, right? But it can be exterminated.

Somewhere in the middle comes this cautionary tale.